A Journey of a Little Sutton Historian
Substantive knowledge
Children will be introduced to the three strands:

The Historical Journey starts – Reception and Key Stage 1
Year
R

Toys –
identifying how
toys from the
past differ to
toys of today

Ourselves –
similarities and
differences

Powerful knowledge
Holidays - past
and present

Each year group will explore the key
essentials as based on the National
Curriculum guidelines and Historical
Association.

All children to achieve a GLD by end of Reception

Lives of
significant
inviduals in the
past Rosa Parks
and Emily
Davison

Year
2

Chronology
Children will learn about the
importance of the passage of time.

The Great Plague

Substantive concepts
The Great Fire of
London

People of local
significance (James
Brindley; Matthew
Bolton; Zephaniah
and Mary Lee
Burners-Lee

History of local
shops

Year
1

Sequence of learning
The Queens of
England

Changes during
the reign of
Elizabeth II

British Values/SMCS
Children will have the opportunity to develop their
understanding of British values and SMCS through learning
about the rule of law, democracy, individual liberty and mutual
respect and tolerance of those with different faiths and beliefs
across the History curriculum and recognise how how other
cultures have had a major impact on the development of
’British’ culture.

Through their time at Little Sutton
children will learn about the
following
Golden threads:
Invasion/warfare; trade;
law/power; culture; settlements;
architecture and beliefs

Disciplinary Knowledge
As children progress through the school they will develop a
greater understanding of: historical significance; sources and
evidence; similarity and differences; change and continuity;
causes and consequences and historical interpretations.

Each unit of work in each
year group will follow a
sequence of learning.

End of
KS1

A Journey of a Little Sutton Historian
Substantive knowledge
Children will be introduced to the three strands:

The Historical Journey continues – Key Stage 2
Year
3

Powerful knowledge

Early
Civilisations
and Ancient
Egypt

The Stone age Iron Age –
improvements
over time

Each year group will explore the key
essentials as based on the National
Curriculum guidelines and Historical
Association.

Chronology
A local History
Study – Bishop
Vesey

Year
5

End of
KS2

Ancient Greeks
– achievements
and influence
on our lives

The Romans –
impact on Britain

Anglo Saxons and Vikings - settlements by
Anglo-Saxons and Scots; and the Viking
struggle for the kingdom to the time of
Edward the Confessor

Changes since
1948

Year
4

Substantive concepts
Through their time at Little Sutton
children will learn about the
following
Golden threads:
Invasion/warfare; trade;
law/power; culture; settlements;
architecture and beliefs

The Mayans – non-European
society that provides contrast
with British History

World War II –
how wars have
changed over
time

World War 1 –
impact of Briitsh
population

Year
6

British Values/SMCS
Children will have the opportunity to develop their
understanding of British values and SMCS through learning
about the rule of law, democracy, individual liberty and mutual
respect and tolerance of those with different faiths and beliefs
across the History curriculum and recognise how how other
cultures have had a major impact on the development of
’British’ culture.

Children will learn about the
importance of the passage of time
through key dates.

Disciplinary Knowledge
As children progress through the school they will develop a
greater understanding of: historical significance; sources and
evidence; similarity and differences; change and continuity;
causes and consequences and historical interpretations.

Sequence of learning
Each unit of work in each
year group will follow a
sequence of learning.

